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1 The Socratic Path to the Truth 
Socratic questioning was named after Socrates.  He used an educational method that focused on discovering an-

swers by asking questions from his students.  According to Plato, who was one of his students, Socrates be-

lieved that "the disciplined practice of thoughtful questioning enables the scholar/student to examine ideas and 

be able to determine the validity of those ideas".   Plato described this rigorous method of teaching to explain 

that the teacher assumes an ignorant mindset in order to compel the student to assume the highest level of 

knowledge.  Thus, a student has the ability to acknowledge contradictions, recreate inaccurate or unfinished 

ideas and critically determine necessary thought.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socratic_questioning 

 

Examples of Socratic Questions: 

1. Questions for clarification: 

2. Questions that probe assumptions: 

3. Questions that probe reasons and evidence: 

4. Questions about Viewpoints and Perspectives: 

5. Questions that probe implications and consequences: 

6. Questions about the question: 

According to Socrates, one of the most well-known philosophers in the Western world, 

thoughtful questioning enables the scholar/student to examine ideas and be able to determine the validity 

of those ideas".   Some devotees claim to want to know the truth about the controversial P-Con.  Was he 

poisoned or not?  According to the Socratic method the most effective way to determine if the P-Con is 

just a rumor or a really is to ask appropriate questions related to that rumor.  Answering these questions is 

a simple process so it is reasonable to assume that those who shy away from responding to these ques-

tions are not really that serious about knowing the truth about Srila Prabhupadas disappearance pastimes.  

This leaves the curious to know then what their reason is for wanting to cling to this fabricated lie?  

2The Most Frequent Excuse for Clinging to DECEPTION 
The most repeated argument P-Con advocates present to continue clinging to the P-Con rumor is a short sentence 

uttered by Srila Prabhupada from the November 8th conversation.   

Nov. 8th, 1977 Tape #2. (KGBG wrongly posts as Nov 9!) 
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Prabhupada Vani Link: https://prabhupadavani.org/transcriptions/771108r2vrn/  

6:34 Srila Prabhupada: Ka bole je poison korechhe...hote pare  

“Someone says that I have been poisoned… it’s possible.” 

The battering ram used to justify this argument relies on the following injunction:  

"Unto those great souls who have implicit faith in both the Lord and the spiritual master, all the imports of Vedic knowledge are 
automatically revealed." (Svetasvatara Upanisad 6.23)   One must have full faith in the words of the spiritual master and 
similar faith in the Supreme Personality of Godhead.” Srimad-Bhagavatam 7.7.17 

Yet if there is compelling evidence indicating that it was impossible for Srila Prabhupada to have been poisoned 

the way it was alleged, then a pensive individual will seek another way to reconcile what Srila Prabhupada was 

expressing in the above conversation.  The book DECEPTION studies the alternative way to understand this 

controversial exchange more thoroughly.  Here however we present a simple example of how rumors like the 

P-Con get started based at least partially on a mis-

understanding of what Srila Prabhupada said. 

“On one morning walk Prabhupada was told that two ladies, 
Swati and Shasti, had observed Ekadasi every day for a year. 
Prabhupada said, “That is very good.  Grains are for ani-
mals.” – Caru Remembrances  

Those handicapped by Black & White thinking 

concluded this statement that the spiritual master 

wanted his disciples to stop eating grains even 

though there was no other apparent reason to do so.  

Then Caru prabhu concludes his story: 

 

“A month later I was in Vrindavan and went on another morning walk with Prabhupada, when Prabhupada said some-
thing about grains building strength. One devotee said, “But Prabhupada, I thought you said grains were for animals.” Prab-
hupada said, “I eat grains.  Am I an animal?” – Caru Remembrances 

An even more serious example of how the Black & White handicap can give rise to chaotic nonsense is fur-

ther illustrated by a similar comment about this same incident: 

“Srila Prabhupada heard that a number of his disciples have advocated special diets as substitute to the standard diet of pra-
sadam offered to the deities in the temple. … His Divine Grace became very concerned …WHY they cannot take?" It was 
pointed out that the advocates of special diets claim that Srila Prabhupada has said, "grains are for animals." Srila Prab-
hupada became astonished and said, -But I take grains. Am I an animal?’ He said this health fad food should stop!” – Letter to 

Godbrothrs, June 31, 1975 c/o  Satsvarupa, GBC Secretary. 

This is the very reason why Srila Prabhupada spoke so strongly about blind followers: 

“We are not blind followers.” – Lecture Bg. 16.8, Jan 28,, 1975 

Tokyo  

Yes!  Srila Prabhupada did say: “Grains are for 

animals”  but he also said:  

“Apply some brain” –Room Conversaion, Vrindaban, Aug 8, 1977. 

“There must be some brain.  That is intelligence.  That is 
philosophy. Philosophy means to search out the ulti-
mate.” –Room Conversaion, Bhubaneswar, Jan 31, 1977. 

“I pray to Krishna that you all may use your intelligence 
for Krishna's service and not for any personal ambi-
tion.” -Letter to: Cyavana:”  Bombay 1 November, 1974 

“You use your intelligence.  If you prefer to remain ras-
cal, you remain. Krsna does not say that "Don't use 
your intelligence."-Evening Darsana – August 11, 1976, Tehran 

 

2 Athato brahma jijnasa: "Now is the time to inquire” 
The illusions of this world are exposed by careful examination and appropriate questions.   The same applies in 

regards to seeing the fraud behind the P-Con.  What follows are some of the questions that none of the P-Con 

https://prabhupadavani.org/transcriptions/771109r4vrn/
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advocates have even attempted to respond to.  The first questions presented here are extracted from portions of 

Section 11.6.2 from the book DECEPTION 

11 Why So Much P-CON DECEPTION? 

11.6 Truth Challenge Horse for T-Com 

1.6.2 Important Questions Deserve Coherent Answers 
Anybody can say anything and in this age of kali and many times 

what someone says has no sense of reason or coherence.  One of 

the most comical examples of this was the announcements made 

by Bagdad Bob as the American armed forces proceeded to 

march into Bagdad and displaced Sadam Husain within just a few 

weeks' time.  The invasion was highly protested but the point here 

is that the announcements made by the Iraq's Information Minis-

ter, Muhammad Saeed al-Sahhaf (Bagdad Bob) were so absurd he 

became the personification of denial.   

Bagdad Bob broadcasts included  

1) Claims that: American soldiers were committing suicide "by the hundreds" 

2) Denials that American tanks were in Baghdad, while they rolled into the city 

3) Claims that previous foreign attempts to invade Iraq were disastrous 

4) Statements that Americans "are going to surrender or be burned in their tanks." 

5) That his sources were reliable, "authentic sources—many authentic sources". 

6) Boasting that he "was a professional, doing his job".1 

As we can see here Bagdad Bobs daily press briefing were filled with so many outrageously untrue statements 

all the rest of the world could do was laugh at him.  His reporting was so unpredictably inexplicable it earned 

him the nicknamed "Comical Ali."  Following in his footsteps we discover the following comical statements 

issued by the P-Con Truth-Committee (T-Com). 

"In no way has any evidence been elicited, designed, twisted, tweaked, arranged, manufactured, or fabricated, 
not even in the least.  The facts are being reported as they are, including factual descriptions regarding 
how they were obtained, and they are interpreted in a very levelheaded and unbiased manner, supported by an hon-
est and balanced research of scientific studies."-KGBG 244 

What follows are several questions that we invite the P-Con people to respond to and provide clear, coherent, 

and civil responses to these questions. (3C’s)  Those controlled by Mindless P-Com Rage are not expected to 

ever admit that their P-con-Poppycock is worthless in the functional world.  

 

11.6.1.1  Why So Much Emphasis on Pseudo-Science? 

The P-Con is laden with a Conjured Pseudo-Science Evidence largely 

unheard of in any serious legal dispute.  Why must they rely on those 

unconventional strategies to support their allegations?  Who is so na-

ive to believe that playing the statements someone says backward 

would reveal if they committed a murder?  Who is so poorly informed 

that they would seriously think ANY police department officially 

adopted this pseudo, twilight zone method to assist in solving crimes? 

 

11.6.1.2 Why Such Flagrant Disregard for Vaishnava Etiquette? 

T is an abundance of affidavits and testimonies submitted from mature, accomplished adults who have proved 

to be dedicated disciples for many years, yet all the T-Com offers is unfirmed rumors of children, pseudo-

evidence as false reporting on what the few professionals they consulted with said.  Why?  

11.6.1.3  How did HDG Survive Last Nine Months?  

Their own alleged witness EXPERT3: Dr Dipankar Chakraborti stated: 

 
 

“He will be finished.  He can’t survive more than three, four days -KGBG 217 
 

 

 Bagdad Bob AKA: "Comical Ali" 
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How does their medical experts reconcile the fact that Srila Prabhupada lived for several months after this 

statement was made?  

11.6.1.4 Why Does T-Com Disregard Professional Standards? 

The T-Com completely disregards the fact that Dr. Morris specifically said that tampering, or contamination 

of the hair sample evidence can-not be ruled out.  Yet the P-Con tells the reader just the opposite!  

11.6.1.5  How Would Disciples Know Cd Potential in 1977? 

In DECEPTION the section called Cadmium Dangers Barely Understood in 1977 reveals how absurd it is to 

think someone knew how to use it as poison back then. Even the testimony from the T-Com experts admit 

no ordinary joe would have the skills to orchestrate the alleged murder:  

” To administer intentionally this poison in this fashion would call for amazing subtlety and patience.  -Dr. 

Page. KGBG  215 

“The recipe, doses, and application of a slow acting cadmium poisoning was definitely beyond the ability 
or imagination of the average Joe.” -Dr. Morris KGBG 625 

11.6.1.6 Why Are the Credentials of Dr. Morris Misrepresented? 

Dr. Morris is introduced as: "…an expert, experienced, and recognized scientist in the field of hair tests done 
with neutron activation analysis," -KGBG 746    But in the section Hair Analysis is NOT MURR Lab Expertise 

we expose how this is a completely unfounded and deliberately misleading statement.   

11.6.1.7 Why Were the Audio Forensics Misrepresented? 

NOT Verified by Seven Forensic Sound Labs explains how the ONLY thing some of the audio engineers 

agreed on was the possibility that the word “poison” was uttered!  Why does the T-Com repeatedly give 

the impression that the audio forensic engineers concur with their presentation of the clandestine whispers 

when that is clearly not true?  

11.6.1.8 Why Were the Words of HDG Embellished? 

Mispresenting what Srila Prabhupada said is part of what characterizes P-Con propaganda.  One of the most 

repeated examples is the claim that he said: “Someone Has Poisoned Me” even though the authors behind 

the P-Con have concurred: 

“He never said, ‘.... They have poisoned me.’ It is we (investigating)(1) with facts(2) and hindsight who see it 
as a cabal at work.(3)” -JFY 70  

 (1) Those who are investigating are the reliably incompetent agenda driven T-Com 

 (2) Not very many facts involved here but a whole lot of bitterness, resentment, suspicion, speculation, 

contempt, anger, and hurt etc.  

 (3) You look for what you want to find and if it is not there we will jut make it up!  (atmavan manyate 

jagat) 
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11.6.1.9 Why Were HDG's Phrases Maliciously Manipulated? 

In this case what Srila Prabhupada said was inappropriately reported to draw 

unintended and forced conclusions.  A blatant example of this is how the T-

Com adopted Max Headroom’s speaking style and Made It Up the third 

whisper which is included as track 10 on the CD of poison audio evidence.  

11.6.1.10 Doesn't HDG & Disciples Deserve Best Representation? 

Those behind the P-Con have no interest it the formal legal system because 

they know they can not even provide enough court worthy evidence for a 

prosecuting attorney to accept their case.  So instead, they contriver the fol-

lowing nonsense: 

“In this exercise, this book is the prosecutor, Tamal Krishna Goswami is the 
defendant, the evidence presented herein will speak for itself, and the 
judge and jury is the reader or the public opinion.” -KGBG 522 

This virtually proves that none of the P-Con advocates are interested in a truth-

ful investigation.  They do not believe His Divine Grace & His Disciples 

Deserve Best Legal Protection equivalent to what is offered to even the common citizen!   They are con-

tending for a lynch mob trial.  

11.6.1.11 Why So Much P-Con Misrepresentation, Prevarication & Lies? 

Max Headroom: is the origin of  
the third whisper! 
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The Book DECEPTION provides numerous examples of how dishonest the so-called T-Com has been.  To 

give just three simple examples:  They do not reveal how the NAA method for testing hair was inappropri-

ate, not confirmed by any 2nd party bind test, and should not have destroyed the samples. 

11.6.1.12 Why $50K Evidence Reward if You Already Have Evidence Now? 

If the T-Com already has adequate evidence to prove a P-Con, why do they post a $50,000 Reward for More 

Evidence?  

11.6.1.13 David Xu's Victim Tasted Cadmium & Immediately Got Ill! 

David Xu's attempt to poison his co-worker was pretty much exactly what the T-

Com alleges happened to Srila Prabhupada. Yet his victim not only tasted the 

adulterated water but also immediately experienced painful symptoms.  Srila 

Prabhupada had NO symptoms of cadmium poisoning.  

11.6.1.14 Where is Just One Expert Who Concurs with the P-Com Story? 

The highly respected toxicologist Dr. V.V. Pillay was kind enough to review the 

medical evidence used to prop up the P-ConN.  He offered his comments and 

opinions in the form of video testimony. He concluded: “I am not convinced that it 
is a case of poisoning, or it is malicious poisoning.  I am not convinced at all. So that is how I 
would like to conclude.“ There is not even ONE professionally willing to put their 

career on the line to rationally explain any aspect of the P-Con Fraud. 

11.6.1.15 Identify 108 Alternative “Qualified” Leaders for ISKCON 

The ‘T-Com” has clearly stated they believe the entire ISKCON leadership is corrupt to the core and needs to 

be replaced.  

“We challenge the entire ISKCON leadership… admit you are disqualified to lead Srila Prabhupadas insti-
tution and then resign.”  Crime of the Millennia Video Propaganda At 19:08. 

Who, specifically, would they prefer to fill all the seats that would be left vacant if the current administration 

were to all be removed? 

11.7 Additional valid questions that require clear answers: 
1. How did very 24/7 publicly visible individuals with personal servants like Tamal Krishna Goswami, 

Bhakti Charu Swami, Jayapataka Swami, and Bhavananda find the time and place to make the elaborate 

arrangements necessary to conduct a P-Con without anyone ever asking:  “What ya doing?” 

2. How could Srila Prabhupada have been poisoned by cadmium when he 

has absolutely NO symptoms, specifically in regards to his unaffected 

bones! 

3. Why do so many ignore all the obvious fraud and factual research that 

confirms how fraudulent the P-Com is and how it was obviously cre-

ated to attract many innocent individuals into contributing to this public 

nuisance. ?  

4. If there was significant evidence of malicious intent why wasn’t there 

any attorney found willing to take up such a visible case?  (Especially 

considering how visible this case would especially for a young attorney 

wanting to catapult his career forward and how much energy was spent 

trying to find such a person? 

5. Nico ran from Fiji like he ran from North Carolina when his karma 

caught up to him.  Why would any stable person with integrity be in-

clined to support the intentionally promoted lies offered from individu-

als with notoriously bad reputations, over the massive number of rea-

sonable testimonies offered by and confirmed by a wide array of tyagis 

who are loved and respected by thousands? 

6. Why would anyone give more credibility to Nico’s boldface, vindic-

tive, and contemptuous lies over the testimony of nearly every senior 

disciple who is still supporting ISKCON?  Are the people who do this so bigoted that they believe every-

one else is so corrupt they have plotted to covering up such a horrible murder because they have their 

own agenda?  The more rational way to explain that type of such a dysfunctional attitude is explained by 

applying the atmavan manyate jagat.  They see what is in themself! 

David Xu: Convicted Cadmium Poisoner 

Bone deterioration from cadmium poisoning. 
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7. What is driving so many individuals to prematurely dismiss DECEPTION without even reviewing the 

contents?  This too reflects something very unstable, insecure, lazy, or dishonest about all of those who 

are so traumatized they cannot help themselves from doing that!  

8. DECEPTION provides a lot of evidence exposing how contrived both the whispers and the Cadmium 

allegations are.  Many claim to want to know what the true is about this subject, but then they ignore 

these important facts.  How honest is it for someone to keep rehashing the same distortions that DECEP-

TION has specifically identified, without ever even attempting to address the evidence that illustrates 

how these contrived allegations are unfounded? 

9. Like the heavy reliance on Pseudo-Science, why is so much attention given to Harry Barns crazy Holo-

caust denial propaganda?  What does that tell us about those who apparently believe in his prejudicial 

efforts to convince the public that the Germans did not systematically kill six million people from the 

Jewish faith! 

10. How can promoting a completely fabricated historic revision of Srila Prabhupada’s departure be ration-

alized in as a noble way to further glorify him?  Since when is it better to support a lie than to tell the 

truth?   

11. How can anyone with even a moderate education rely on anything Nico says as correct, especially when he 

has a long and wide standing reputation for lying, cheating, and knowingly misrepresented the facts even 

when under oath, on a witness stand in Orange County Superior court in 1983?  As confirmed by the Hon-

orable trial Judge Jackman who stated for the record: ”First and foremost, this court must state that in it’s view, the 
conduct of the defendants, (Nico Kuyt) towards the plaintiffs was outrageous”-DECEPTION 14.1.14 Nico Kuyt exposed for Perjury in Court! 

12. The average person is more inclined to do what is easier at the cost of sacrificing what is right.  That is 

why ISKCON-Bashers have been able to get so much traction from the rationally challenged.  It is easier 

to keep the door open for this frivolous ploy then it is to consider the whole picture--- the way a real 

court and jury would.  Those who possess personal integrity would never consent to the easier path if it 

is dishonest.  In this case it may be difficult for the ego to acknowledge a mistake, but a real brahmana 

has no hesitation in doing so because they are unaffected by honor and dishonor. 

“For one who has conquered the mind, the Supersoul is already reached, for he has attained tranquility.  To such a man happi-
ness and distress, heat and cold, honor and dishonor are all the same.” –Bhagavad Gita Chapter 6.7 

It is said that Tamal Krishna Goswami was smart enough to masterplan the entire P-Con.  But it is 
also alleged that he was so pathetically sloppy he narrated into the tape recorder microphone, which 

he had just personally started, how he administered cadmium laden milk to Srila Prabhupada. 
(Who did not drink anything until 7 minutes after he asked “Is the swelling going down?”) 


